
Beginner Girls 
 

Focus:  Following direction, waiting for their turn, being safe with their body.  This manifests as body awareness, 

situational awareness and gaining strength and flexibility.  Showing the ability to correct their form based upon the 
coach's feedback. 
 
 

Skills to learn:  As a coach, please use the following as a guideline.  These skills are suggestions; however, all 

Beginner Girls should be working on and accomplishing them.  The following skills must be mastered, ie: completed 
correctly and with consistency, in order to be considered for graduation to the Intermediate 1 classes. 
 

Tumble Track: 

- Jumps (straight, tuck, straddle, split, backwards, sideways) 
- Jump, jump, turn around and freeze (straight jump, straight jump, ½ turn then freeze.) 
- Forward Rolls/Goobers 
- Donkey kicks to a handstand 
- Backward roll to bug  

Vault: 

- Jump and stick a landing from a spring board to an 8" mat 
- Jump off of a block, stick the landing on a mat 
- Handstand flat backs on an 8in mat 
- Jump from springboard up to a block with good form. 
- Squat ons on the vaulting table. 

Trampoline: 

- Jumping with feet together 
- Seat drops 
- Jumps (straight, tuck, straddle, split) 
- Donkey kicks 
- Full turns 
- Combinations (like tuck jump/straddle jump or full turn/forward roll) 

Bars: 

- Chin up 
- Chin up hold 
- Ability to hold ones weight in a straight armed front support for at least the count of 10 
- Pike hold, tuck hold (hip angle at 90 degrees) 
- Scoop hold on rings 
- Pull over with spot or without spot 
- Forward roll to pike hold 
- 10 casts on the bar in a row (legs together and straight) 
- Back hip circle with a spot 
- Tap swings on the pit bar 

Beam: 

- Proper mount 
- All walks (releve, passe, scoop, sideways, backwards, kicks, bunny hops) 
- Arabesque 
- Straight jump 
- Lunge, touch fingers to the beam, stand up (needle kick) 
- "T" handstand 
- Pivot turn & lock hold (releve hold front foot touching back foot) 
- Jump and freeze off end of beam 
- Side handstand, pike down, stick landing (with spot) 



Floor: 

- Walks (releve, heel, coupe in a skip, kicks, chasse) 
- Jumps (straight , tuck, split) 
- Candlestick 
- Forward roll on floor 
- Forward roll to pike down cheese mat 
- Straddle roll down cheese 
- Backward roll to bug down cheese mat 
- Backward tuck roll on floor  
- Needle kicks 
- Lunge, tap feet together at the top, split and step out 
- "T" handstand (legs never close – split handstand) 
- Handstand working on correct form 
- Basic cartwheel with excellent form 
- Round off 
- Bridge with head off the ground and heels on the ground 
- Handstand fall to bride on panel mat or squishy block 
- Lunge, touch fingers on the ground, stand up  
- Floor drills – while sitting they know the shapes for their legs: pike, straddle, split, tuck.) 
- Knowledge of body shapes: hollow, arch, bug, straight legs, pointed feet. 

 

Major Skills requiring Mastery before graduation to Intermediate I class 
- Cartwheel (showing proper form and control) 
- Forward Roll (rises to feet without the use of hands) 
- Backward Roll to bug 
- Excellent bridge kick over 
- Solid handstand, split and step out 
- Consistent pull over on bars 
- Confidence on beam performing tasks (this is a judgement call but determined by the gymnast's ability to 

remain on the beam with a solid stance while performing tasks.) 
- Tight handstand flat back 


